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dampii cadtidents of an axial spline coupling used in high-speed tudmmdky. A unique test 
methodology and data reduction proceduns were developed. Thc bcndiug momcnts and angular 
deflections transmitted across an axial splint coupling were measured while a non-rutating shaft 
wat excited by an extend shaker. A rotordynamics computer program was used to simulate the 
test conditions and to correlate the angular stiffUtss and damping d c i m .  In additioa, 
sensitivity analyses were pufbrmcd to show that the acarracy of the dymnic coefficients do not 
rely on the accufacy of the data reduction procedures. 
kternaI fiction as a problem in rotorkwing systems was first recognized in tbc mid-1920s when 
manufacturers began shrinking disks onto supercritical rotors. Newkirk [I] observed that at sped4 
a h  the f3st critical sped, the rotor would enter into a violent whirling in which the mtor 
centerline precessed 8t a rate equal to the first critical speed. Kimball [2] suggested that internal 
shaft fiction could be rwponsiblo for the whirling. Since then, numerous contributon [ 3 4  have 
provided addi t id  insight into the 6 x t s  of internal friction. 
Today, with the increased power densities of advanced turbopumps and the resultant increased 
rotor flexibility, internal friction is seen to be a potential source of problems. Turbopumps such as 
th Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) High-Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump (HPOTP) are of 
built-up design with many joints, fits and arcas f ir  fiction-induced excitation if slippage taka 
place. These rotors operate above flexible bending critical speeds and the hms oa the mtors are 
very large, which tends to encourage joint slippage axxi friction force generation. Thc rotor 
instability resulting from this type of vibratiun is usually cured by adding special dampers, 
redesigning rotor fits, or modifying tbc btarings, which docs not allow thc devtlopmcrd of a true 
unde- of the mechanisms of internal fiction. In addition, tk practicing design a@neer 
tinds very little readily available information an how to model the various coupl i i  which make 
up the complete rotor system. Often, a mtordynamicist must maJrc an intelligent guess on the 
dyaamic properties of the coupling in order to perform the analysis. 
In the design charts of flanged and curvic couplings provided by Bannister [7), flexural stifha 
valuw were provided but no damping data were available. Marmol et. al. [8] developed a 
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mathematical model to predict the lateral and angular s t i f kss  and damping d c i e n t s  of spline 
couplings. Based on these coefficients, they calculated the naturaI ikpencies of a rotor system 
and compared them to the experimental data. Recently, Walton et. al. [9] developed three 
nonlinear analytical modcls npresenting interference fits and axial and d c  spline cuuplings, and 
integrated them with a transient rotordynamics computer program analysis. Results fiom this work 
show thc predictability of rotor system instability due to internal fiction, which has been 
experimentally observed, especially fix axial splines. 
It has been shown that measuring only the natural fiquencies of a rotor system cannut accurattly 
vcnfy models predicting angular stiffness and damping coefficients of axial spline couplings [lo]. 
However, no direct m e a m m m t  has been reported, such as meaming the angular displacement 
and moment. This paper describe a unique test methodology and data reduction procedures that 
have bcen developed determining the angular stifiess and dampiq coefficients of an axial spline 
cauplhg. The benciing moments and angular deflections tmmmimd across the axial spik 
coupling were m u r e d  while a non-rotatiq shaft was excited by an external shaker. The angular 
s t i f l k s  and equivalent viscous damping coefiicient were determi  by the interactive use of 
rotordynamics computer program simulations and experimmtal measurements. In addition, 
sensitivity analyses were performed to demonstrat% that the accuracy of the data reductian 
procedures does not Sect the accuracy of the results. 
EXPERIMENTAL TEST SETUP 
The test f h U y  was built to simulate an SSME HPOTP preburner spline. Figure 1 shows the 
overall test setup and Figure 2 is a functional block diagiam of the test setup. The shaft coasists 
of two ofkt male axial splines and an external hmle spline sleeve. The shaft was excited by an 
external dynamic force which was driven by an MTS hydraulic force control system in the X- 
direction (horizontal). An external damper was installed but was not active while the bending 
moment and angular deflection were measured. The damper was used to limit the shaft orbit while 
the system was traveling through its unstable natural fiquencies. The shaft total length was 1.524 
m, supported on two deep-groove ball bearings 1.357 m apart. Total shaft weight was 155.4 N 
without the spline sleeve installed and 222.4 N with the sleeve installed. The shaft diameter 
outboard of the splines was 37.34 mm, while the center section between the two splines was 29.97 
mrn in diameter and 57.15 mm in length. The active length of each sbaA external spline was 38.1 
mrn wbile the spline sleeve active length was 133.4 mm in order to span both of the shaft external 
splines. A close-up of the axial spline coupling is shown in Figure 3. Both shaft splines were 
identical but were m a c W  0° 18' (*ISw) o m  from each other. The static torque preload that 
resulted was approxknately 678 N-m. This torque value is representative of the SSME HPOTP 
prebumer spline. The two shaft splines and the mating internal spline sleeve were fabricated 
according to the following criteria: 
Ty~e Fillet root side fit 
Number of Teeth 42 
Pressiue Angle 30' 
Pitch 20/40 
Pitch Diameter 53.3 mm 
Base Diameter 46.1937 mm 
Surface Finish 32v 
Coating M*% 
Kulite ADP-350-300 semiconductor strain gages and specially fhbricated high-resolution 
capacitance displacement probes were used to measure the bending moments and angular 
displacements, respectively. Four pairs of strain gages were installed on tbe shaft surface at two 
axial locations (see Figure 3). At each location, one pair of strain gages was located at 00/180° 
with respect to the key phase, and another pair was locatcd at 90°/2700. Eight capacitance probes 
wen installed to measure the angular deflection of the shaft and spline sleeve at fk axial 
ldw, when a disc was attached to each end of the spline sleeve and two discs were attached to 
the shaft outboard of the spline sleeve. At these fiur axiaI planes, axial motion was measund in 
line with the shaker stinger and at 900 to the stinger, and was converted to the angular dtflcctions 
of that plane. In all cases, precise angular position of the instrumeDtation is required to ensure the 
integrity of the data. Circumfedal alignment of the bending moment strain gage bridges was 
. . 
mamtamd to within 0.1250. Likewise, the angular deflection capacitance probes were positioned 
to tbe same acamcy from the shaft ceaterline plane. In addition to the bending moment and 
angular deflection inshumentation, shaft lateral motion in two or thogd  directions, input force, 
and acceleration of the input fine ram head wen measured. While the testing discussed herein 
relates to m t a t i n g  testing, the instrumentation setup is capable of being used as the shaft is 
rotated and excited nonsynchronously by the shaker [l 11. 
As shown in Figure 2, the data was acquired by a computer digital data acquisition system. For 
each test condition, the input force, input acceleration, kpency, shaft motions, axial capacitance 
probe displacements, and bending moments were measured. To ensure a clear fcfirena signal for 
all of the data, the oscillator used to drive the MTS hydraulic actuator was run through a 
synchmnow tracking filter and subsequently mverted to a square wave signal with a sharp 
k h g  edge. This square wave signal was then used as the reference excitation timing signal for 
all data acquisitiorl. 
Prior to conducting the shaker testing, system qualification included a series of low-mency tests 
where hystemis loops of the input strain wen plotted against the bending moment beneath the 
spline sleeve [l 11. Once the data -on was qualified, a series of tests was run to acquire 
bending moment and spline angular ddection data. During the test, data was taken with the shaft 
oriented so that the 0011 800 strain gage pair was directly in line with the shaker stinger. Then, the 
orientation of the shaft was rotated so that the 90012700 strain gage pair was in linc with the 
stinger, the data was retaken under the same conditions. During the data taking, the off& 
(orttxjgonal to the stinger plane) bending strain gage data was r e v i d  and the system alignment 
was adjusted by ratating the orientation of the shaft manually lo or 2' to minimize the magnitude 
of the signal in that plane. Once the out-of-plane bending strain signal was mitumized, it was 
judged that the system was properly aligned. 
DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES 
A multi-level rotordynamics model of the test system was developed for a finiteelement-based, 
steady-state linear rotordynamics computer program [12]. The main shaft was divided into 41 
elements, and each element was comected by two stations. Thc axial spline sleeve was rnodeled as 
the second level and had 13 elements. The co~ections between the main shaft and spline sleeve 
were modeled as two identical bearings. Figure 3 defines the station numbers in this region and 
shows the l d o n s  wficre the instruments were installed. Each bearing was assumed to have non- 
zero lateral stifbess, angular st i i%m and angular damping, but with zero k r a l  damping. To 
simplifj. the test data reduction procedum, all &ess and damping were assumed isotropic, and 
crosscoupling terms were negleded. Introducing anisotropic terms would lead the dynamic 
coefficients to be time dependent [lo]. Lateral stitlitess value was determined by a model 
developed earlier [9]. The rotordynamics model was tuned to match natural frequencies and mode 
shapes obtained during impact tests as closed as possible [lo]. 
In tbc linear rotordynamics computer program, the change in the bending moments, AM, and 
angular deflections, 4, across the axial spline can be regmented by the followiag equation in 
terms of the angular s tBws,  K ,  and equivalent viscous damping coefficient, BA [6]. 
rn 
AMi =KAMi +BAA+i,  i e x , y  (1) 
Physicaily, it is very difficult to measurn the bending moments and angular deflections at the spline 
coupling locations (stations 25 and 6 1). Therefort, to approximate the bending moments and 
angular deflections between stations 25 and 6 1 (6 1-25), the original test procedure d e d  for 
subtracting thc bending mumemts at stations 23 &om the bending moment at station 29 (29-23) to 
arrive at an approximation of the bending moment at the spline coupling. Similarly, the angular 
deflection at the spline ooupling was determined by subtracting the angular deflection at station 30 
firm tbat at station 65 (65-30). The initial approximated angular stiffUess and damping 
coefficients werc computed by Equation (1). Then, the bending moments and angular detlections 
at those stations were calculated by the rotordynamics computer program based on the 
approximated coefficients. An iterative procedure was developed to use both the rotordynamics 
computer program and Equation (1) interactively until results of the coefficients converged. 
Table 1 displays the calculated relative bending moments and aagular deflections, both amplitudes 
and phases, across the spline coupling, stations 6 1-25, and at the locatiom to be measured, stations 
29-23 and 65-30, for a wide range of angular stiffness and damping coefficients as the shaft was 
shaking with 222 N at 50 Hz. We found that the coefficients were very sensitive to the accuracy of 
the phase of the relative angular deflection to be measured. 'Iht same phenomenon was found at a 
lower ftequency. This is due to the fact that the shaft is much easier to bend near the outboard of 
the spline; therefore, the angular deflection of the shaft changes dmnatically fiom station 25 to 
station 30 (see Figure 4). At the same time, the spline slecvc responded like a rigid body, and the 
angular deflections of fhe s p i k  sleeve had almost the same values at both stations 61 and 65. 
Unfortunately, the change of the shaft angular deflection compemted for the change of the angular 
denectian across the spline coupling caused by the damping, especlaiiy the phase. Therefore, an 
alternative data reduction procedure was required to determine the dynamic coefficients. 
Table 2 shows the calculated absolute bending monmts and angular deflections, both amplitudes 
and phases, at stations 23,29,30 and 65, for the same range of angular stifhss and damping 
coefficients as shown on Table 1, but with an applied load of 222 N at 5 Hz. We found that the 
absolute amplitude of the bcnding moment at station 23, the neck &on between two splines, 
decreased as the angular stEness increased, and the phase, with nspcct to the phase of a key 
locatioq of the bending moment at station 23 increased as the damping decreased. As the 
fkquency incffased, the amount of the change in both amplitude and phase due to the change in 
angular stiffness and damping increased. The amount of change was both measurable and 
distinguishable, providing an opportunity to use only the bending moment at station 23 to 
determine the angular stifiess and equivalent viscous damping coefficient. Other measured data 
act as checking points against which to compare the calculated data. 
The nvised data reduction procedure is: (i) measure the bending moments at both stations 23 and 
29, and angular deflections at both stations 30 and 65; (ii) calculate these bending moments and 
angular deflections by a rotordynamics computer program based on guessing values of KA a d  BA; 
(iii) adjust KA and BA until the amplitude and phase of the bending moment at station 23 match the 
measured data; (iv) jmfbnn minor adjustment of KA and BA to minimize the sum of the relative 
errors due to the difference between the calculated and measured data at stations 29,30 and 65. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The tests wen cmductedat tbreclevels ofexternal shaking firas: 80.4, 162.6, and 221.1 N at 5 
Hzwhilethcshaftwasnotrotated. Ateachforcelcve~thntdata~wcrctaken,andwtfound 
that the variations of all meamred data were within 1% in amplitude and 0.2' in phase. As the 
orientation of the shaft was rotated 90°, the same sccuracy was achieved. 
Table 3 displays the calculated angular sti&ess and damping coefficients of the three force levels 
using the revised data reduction procedures. The comparisons of the measured data and predicted 
values at those four stations are also shown in the same table. For all three force levels, the errors 
between measured data and predicted values are all within 5%. However, we expect that the errors 
may increase as the shaking force fiesuency increases. 
Note that fbr these three test cases, ttac angular stiffhess decreases and damp@ iweases as the 
force increases. This may be due to the fact that the relative motion betwm mtact surfrrces of 
the spline and sleeve increases as the shaking force increases. To determine the source and the 
mechanism of damping of the spline couplin& moft studits an required, especially testing at 
different static preload torque IcveIs of the spline coupling; however, this requires a pemwnt 
change of the hardware. 
The sensitivity analyses were performed fbr the case with 222 N shaking force at 5 Hz to study the 
effects of the accuracy of both the rotordynamics model as well as the measured geometrical 
configurations. On Table 4, which dmvs the results of the sensitivity analyses, it can be seen that 
the values of the various parameters were changed smewhat from the baseline values. The cbange 
occurred in ball bearing stjfihess, Kg; spline lateral dhess, KR; the shaft diameters, Du and Dm 
at station 23 and 29, mpectively; the 1- between two splines, b-2,; the installed bending 
strain gage locations at both station 23 and station 29; the orientation of the shatt, & a ~ d  the
misalignment of the external shalcing force stinger. We found that all the parameters have little 
d e c t  on the accuracy of predicting bending moments and angular deflections at stations 23,29,30 
and 65. The biggest error is caused by the misalignment of thc orientation of tbe shatt; however, in 
our experiment, we were able to reduce the misalignment to within 2'. After the sensitivity 
analyses were performed, we were able to conclude that the accuracy of the angular stifiess and 
damp& coefficient determination relied on the accuracy of the measured amplitudes and phases at 
all four stations, but was unaffected by the revised data reduction procedures. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A unique test methodology and data reduction procedures were developed in order to measure the 
bending moments and angular deflections transmittal acm an axial spline coupling while the 
nonrotating shaft was excited by an external shaker. Tbe angular s t i k s  and equivalent viscous 
damping coefficients were determined by the interactive use of rotordynamtcs computer program 
simulations and experimental measurements. Sensitivity analyses were performed to demonstrate 
that the proposed data reduction procedure has little e&ct on the accuracy of the results. 
For the three shaking force levels tested at 5 Hz, the mors between the measured data and the 
predicted values are all within 5%. In addition, we found that fbr these tiuee test cases the angular 
s t i f l h s  decreases and damping increases as the fbrce increases. However, more tests are required 
to determine the source and the mechanism of damping ofthe spline coupling, such as the 
measurements fir diflkrent static preload torque levels of thc spline coupling. 
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Figure 1 Experimental setup. 
Figure 2 Experimental test setup functional diagram. 
Bending Momem (4) 
Benblng Awlas (8) 
Figure 3 Close-up of the axial spline coupling and instrumentation installed locations 
Rotor Axial Length, cm 
Figure 4 Predicted angular displacements at 225 N external force 
(K*= 1 . 1 3 ~  1 o6 N-mlrad, Brpl .l3xl o4 N-m-&ad) 
Table 1 Predicted relative bending moments and angular ddections 
(222 N horizontal external shaking force at 50 Hz) 
Table 2 Predicted absolute bending moments and angular deflections 
(222 N horizontal external shaking force at 5 Hz) 
* With nsptct to 180' 
Table 3 Test cases with horizontal external shaking force at 5 Hz 
Data arc average of 3 test cases, the deviations arc: amplitude (f 1%). phase (f 0.29 
# With respect to q ( 2 9 )  
Relative cmr with respec& to measured data 
@ Relative error with respect to mcawal data at M, 
Table 4 Sensitivity analyses of 222 N horizontal external shaking force at 5 Hz 
The base h CaSt uses the fobW'hg palamtern: KA=2.03E6, BA==5.65E3, Kf 1.23E8, KR=1.2 1E8, 
Da-29.97 Ill- D29s37.34 lDI& h2224p5'1.15 lIU& ~ I ) O  
# Eqmhent is able to reduce tbC misalignment of the orientation of the shaft to within 2' 
